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Emerald Ashes Ent debuts with supernatural/psycho-thriller series
‘Two of Hearts’
[Press Release]
[New York, New York, January 31—] Do hearts have memories? Emerald Ashes Ent explores
this theory in its debut series “TWO OF HEARTS”, which centers on Teagan Guise (Asha
Etchison) after a tumultuous year following a heart transplant.
Supporting her through this recovery is her lively mother (Brenda Crawley- 2017 Audelco ‘Viv’
Award Winner) and concerned best friend, Det. Owen Cooke (Leonidas Ocampo). However,

what first appeared as a case of ‘survivor’s remorse’ soon takes an unexpected turn when
Teagan begins experiencing unexplainable 'complications'. Propelled by these encounters into a
journey for answers, Teagan comes face to face with the confounding question, ‘Should you
follow your heart, even if it’s not yours?’
Season 1 of ‘TWO OF HEARTS’ is currently divided into two parts, episodes 1-5 (out now on
Vimeo & YouTube) and 6-11 which will be releasing this spring. During the in between time,
Emerald Ashes Entertainment hopes to raise money for Season 2 & festival submissions
through the sale of #TOHseries merchandise (shop link).

As the first half of the season draws to a close in a melodic conclusion that reveals the
seriousness of Teagan’s ‘condition’, the audience gains a chance to finally witness the
aforementioned ‘affects’ of her sleep aid medication, when a psychotic break ushers in the
appearance of a new character, (Julia Tolchin), raising more questions which the series will
move to slowly unravel.
“Despite the fantastical shaping of this series, I am completely aware that heart health is a very
real and serious issue,” says Asha Etchison, actress/creator of ‘Two of Hearts’ & Emerald
Ashes Ent. “As such, there are items listed in the ‘TOH Series’ shop that send 10% of proceeds
directly to the ‘American Heart Association’. I also plan to do the same with donations raised
from crowd funding.”
Beginning as just an idea 5 years prior, “TWO OF HEARTS” series and Emerald Ashes Ent
were not truly realized until spring of 2018. Floored by a sudden drive, Asha Etchison found
herself moving from the front of the camera to behind the scenes as a producer, writer, and
director.
“‘Two of Hearts’ has been bouncing around in my head for a while and it wasn’t until last year
that the Universe compelled me to bring it to life,” says Etchison. “I love magic and the
supernatural genre as a whole but rarely do I see audition opportunities for people of color to be
key parts of that realm. So I got tired of waiting! Instead, with an amazing crew of four (Brielle
Stewart- Prod. Assistant/Wardrobe Stylist, Jenaya Abernathy- Boom Operator, Iyanna WilliamsSet Photographer & Rayvon Southerland- DP), I was able to create a world of mystery and
magic that had a diverse cast of talented actors. This is my way of showing the world that
people of color can be beautifully complicated and magical too.”
Asha Etchison is the creator of ‘Two of Hearts’ & Emerald Ashes Entertainment. She is also an
actress, model, photographer and owner/designer of Nightly Allure (handmade lingerie and accessory
business). As of 2019, Asha adds screen writing and directing to her resume.

Connect with ‘Two of Hearts’:
Instagram | YouTube | Vimeo | Shop | TEASER
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